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OVERVIEW
Specialized in ceramics products. Dong Gia manufactured high quality
porcelain and stoneware for domestic use and for decorative purpose. We
also produce handicraft gift-wares, and publish books.
Company Name:
Director:

DONG GIA ENTERPRISE
CERAMICS & DÉCO
OBJECTS
Phan Thi Thuy Mai

Company Address & Showroom:

114 Xuan Thuy,
Thao Dien Ward, District 2,
HCMC, Vietnam.
Tel: +84 028 6296 0147

Office:

54 Nguyen Cu,
Thao Dien Ward, District 2,
HCMC, Vietnam.
Tel: +84 028 628 19 826

Date founded:
Main Business:
Activities Business Sites:

December 26th, 2006
Handicraft Production
www.dong-gia.com
www.donziahome.com
70 (as of Jan 01st, 2016)

Number of employees:
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DONG GIA CORE VALUE

Dong Gia logo contains a lotus flower and a little circle representing a
sunset. This logo is the representation for the East and the West. It evokes a
sense of continuity and unity - the Sun sets in the East and at the same time,
rises in the West. Dong Gia Core Values and Mission are based on this simple,
symbolic image and idea.
In designing and manufacturing ceramics as well as other goods, Dong Gia
always gives priority to local materials so as to keep the price reasonable,
and to emphasize more on our signature, distinctive glazes. Besides, our
design concepts are usually simple and effective, utilizable; which make them
appropriate for all types of use from customers. Dong Gia products are
both up-to-date, easy-to-use and at the same time successfully deliver major
characteristics of Eastern culture- mysterious, elegant and effortless.
As for us manufacturers, feedback from customers contributes greatly to
shaping DG’s missions and also company impression. That is the deep motive
for DG to never stop improving. We cherish the beauty in the exclusive,
hard -to-achieve and ever changing glazes, but what is wonderful about such
beauty is that it could easily fit into our customers’ everyday living. Perfection
can never be achieved, but continuous improvement can be, we also love how
our products fit into our customers’ everyday living. Perfection can never be
reached, but continuous improvement can be.
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DONG GIA’S HISTORY
With the mentioning of porcelain, most of us picture in our head a white,
delicate object with a touch of blue patterns/drawings on top - which represents
certain cultural hallmarks.

The soil from Southern Vietnam is both plastic and rich in kaolin, which makes it a
perfect match for reactive firing glazes. Dong Gia manufactory was then settled in Bat
Trang ceramic village. Until now, we are maintaining a stable, supportive working pace
between the North and South offices with 45 production workers and three operation
kilns (11m3/kiln).

Popular as it might be, Chinese porcelain with blue decoration atop did not become
well-known until 19th century. Porcelain was ideal for mass-production, which met the
blooming demand in an era of industrialization.
Before porcelain, reactive firing glazed pottery technique has been around for more than
one thousand years and was perfected under the Song Dynasty. This technique, however,
could not live through the turbulence of wartime or compete with other mass-production
approach. In time, reactive firing glazed ceramics faded and could rarely be seen.
Eight years ago, Ms. Thuy Mai Phan and her husband - Francois Jarlov - a French
ceramic artist, did some research on Vietnam’s geological characteristics. At
that time, they had a vision of creating high-quality ceramic products, utilizing
the local material from Vietnam. Dong Gia was born under such merits.
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Dong Gia’s glazes are created by ceramic artist Francois Jarlov. Reactive firing glazes
are beautiful, but also, very complicated and hard to perfect. We are proud to introduce
Dong Gia’s famous reactive glazes: Rabbit Fur, Ox Blood, Ru, Jun, Shino and Ocean
Wave. Among them, Ocean Wave is the most favourite by customers.
Ocean Waves Glaze comes into being through harmoniously merging black with white
glazes and then firing at 1280 degree Celsius. The reaction depends so much on the fire
temperature and the atmosphere inside the kiln. If done right, it would result in a vibrant,
distinctive ocean blue color. Overall, to successfully produce a batch of reactive firing
glazed ceramics we have to maintain five components: excellent craftsmanship, fire, air,
clay and mineral components of the glaze. A batch of product requires at least 10 hours
in the kiln. Only after that do we know the result of the glaze reaction. Ceramics is
among the most simple and common objects in daily lives of humans, yet we could all
look deeply at it and feel the grand breath of life from within ceramics and somehow,
within ourselves.
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CREATIVITY
Throwing ceramics is an art that requires few years to master, but making glaze
calls for much more from the artist.
Creating glazes asks for many research, experiments, knowledge on chemistry
- and in addition, patience, care and accuracy. Therefore, glaze making is never
merely a beginner task, it must be done by the hand of life-long experienced
ceramists.
Some of our signature glazes :Red Copper; Jun, Ju , Celadon give such a
variation collections to Collectors as well as considered as solid proof to Dong
Gia’s commitment and skills in the ceramics art world.
We also supply a whole range of chinaware and stoneware for all demands for
household use as well as hotels and restaurants as well as decor objects :
- Tableware
- Teasets for all kind of tea
- Cups for Coffee
-Amenities for Bathroom
-Lamps base
- Gilfware and accessary
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Reactive glaze on porcelains giving Dong Gia’s
Chinaware a unique look and prestiges.
Round , smoth with simplicity in design, these
products are suitable for every event and every
location.
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Tea and Ceramics are perfect marriage.
With a vase, life is more enjoyable.
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For a Greener Planet with Amenities in Porcelain.
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Home Decor

Accessories

Giftware
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The red clays of Mekong Rivers charged with
mineral from Hymalaya moutains were fired at
1300 C degrees in our workshop, giving us a unique
stoneware products.
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PRODUCTION CAPACITY
Our ceramic workshop is located in Bat Trang - one of the most well
established village in Vietnam that is famous for pottery. Bat Trang
provides Dong Gia with a team of experienced and trained ceramists as
well as an abundant source of high-quality raw materials.
Office staff: 8 people.
City delivery staff: 2 people.
Production workers: 60 people.
Operation Kilns: 3 kilns, 11 m3 per kiln.
Workshop area: 1100 m2.
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LOGISTICS & SERVICES
Listen to customers carefully and give our best consultations as well as
customer care.

Online Order
Receive and process order quickly, flexible
payments so as customers can always be at
convenience. Email us at: thuymai@dong-gia.
com or leave a message at our Facebook page:
Dong Gia Ceramics & Deco Objects, we’d
contact you right away.

Domestic Order
Listen to customers carefully and give our best
consultations as well as customer care. Guaranteed
shipping, responsible for broken ceramics or any
mistake with the products during transporting
process. All without additional expenses.

International Order
- Seaborne Shipping
Experienced team of Dong Gia would take care
of the order and proper legal procedure. We also
provide appropriate packaging so as the order
would be fulfilled quickly, without any hassle for
international customers.
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ENTHUSIASTIC TEAM
“Living with the soul of ceramics” is the slogan of Dong Gia team.
These are the core ‘builders’ and ‘maintainers’ who live and breathe
with ceramics. We are proud to make the Ceramics Dream of Vietnam
come true.

At Dong Gia, our team and
artists always keep moving
forward, creating the new ideas
and making the new life.
- Thuy Mai, Director -

Phan Thi Thuy Mai
Co-Founder/Director

Francois Jarlov
Ceramist/Artist

Do Thi Phuong
Warehouse Manager

Le Thi Hong Hieu
Chef Accountant

Nguyen Van Dai
Production Manager

Nguyen Van Tuyen
Warehouse
& Transport

Trung Vo
Graphic Designer

Mai Truc Quynh
Graphic Designer

Nguyen My Phung
Accountant Executive

Ma Ngoc Yen
Sales Executive
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PROJECTS
A vital mission of Dong Gia is bringing beauty and peace to the daily life of
customers. With such mindset, several Deco Collections have been brought
to life. Altogether, Dong Gia’s Deco Objects would bring to your space a
distinctive yet elegant and zen atmosphere.

Resorts, Hotels & Spas
Products manufactured to meet strict aesthetics
and standard requirements. Dong Gia Ceramics
are favored in many luxurious resorts and
hotels for high quality wares as well as their
environmental-friendly characteristic.

Restaurants
Diversified in design, form and style; a
combination between the East and West, Dong
Gia wares easily fit in many restaurants model;
flexibly for food decoration and ideal in every
occasion.

Decor Objects
Along with flowerpots sizes ranging from tiny
to huge, covered by as many glazes in order to
suit different need, mood and space, Dong Gia
also manufactured successfully ceramic lamps.
Moreover, we also cooperate with other designers
and launch exceptional artwork such as lacquer
boxes and paintings, wood-ceramics combination,
and the unique Raku.

Books and Souvenirs
Inspired by the rich culture of the East in
general and of Vietnam in particular, Dong Gia
pleasantly introduces to you our collections of
beautiful watercolor paintings as well as culturalrepresentative souvenirs. It is never merely a
piece of ceramics. To us, it is life; or the process,
the heart and soul of living things that Dong
Gia understands and comes to treasure deeply,
tenderly.
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B2B CLIENTS
At Dong Gia, our team and artists never cease to improve product and service
quality. Every year, we release new designs and collections that meet the high
demand from different business partners.We are both proud and grateful to
supply clients from luxurious hotels, resorts to stylized restaurants with Dong
Gia’s products.
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Living with the Soul of Ceramics
Dong Gia’s Profile
Product Designer by Francois Jarlov
Photographed, Layout and Designed by Trung Vo & Mai Truc Quynh
Edited by Phan Thi Thuy Mai
DONG GIA ENTERPRISE CERAMICS & DÉCO OBJECTS
Office: 54 Nguyen Cu, Thao Dien Ward, Dist.2, HCMC, Vietnam
Showroom: 114 Xuan Thuy, Thao Dien Ward, Dist.2, HCMC, Vietnam
Tel: +84 (028) 62 960 147 | 62 819 826
www.dong-gia.com | www.donziahome.com
For further information, please contact thuymai@dong-gia.com
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